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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a Chevalley group over a field k, H a maximal torus of G, @ 
the root system of G with respect o H with a fundamental system IJ= 
(aI ,..., a,), and for a E @, let U, be the root subgroup of G associated with x 
and G, = (U+,). In [lo], Steinberg has given a set of generators and 
relations for G using the U,‘s and their commutator relations. Eiere we 
recall a version due to Curtis. 
(0.1) THEOREM [3, Theorem 1.41. Assume di is of rank >I. Let 
(Z, -I- ZJ n @ for each i#j. Let G” be an abstract group with generato.rs 
(xz(<) / iy E lJ,+ jQii, tE k} subject o the ChevaEley commutator relations 
foreaclzpairx,*(i;)and.xp*(t’j, wherea,p~~ijforsomeifjanda+B#O, 
and such that x:(t) is additive in e for each a E lJ,+ jQC. Then ma obvious 
homomorphism R: G” --+ G is a central extension. 
We will calf the relations above defining G* the Curtis-Steinberg 
relations. Thus if G is centrally closed, then it is the following universal 
object: Given a group L with homomorphisms qi: G, + E, i= I,..., 1, sup- 
pose each pair qi and qj extends to a homomorphism (G,,, G,,) + L. 
Then the bpi)s extend to a unique homomorphism G-FL. Note that 
ga, rr” SL(2, k) h ere. More generally, we propose the following problem: Let 
G be a simply connected simple algebraic group over the algebraic closure 
FP of a finite field of p-elements. Let 0 be a surjective endomorphism of G 
with finite fixed points. Let T be a e-invariant maximal torus, and let 
G-1 ,..., G, be T( ri)-invariant simply connected semisimple closed subgroups 
of G such that G= (G,,..., G ). Suppose each G, iS a-simple, i.e., if Gi= 
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Gi, J7.. . IIGimz is the decomposition into the simple components, then CJ per- 
mutes the components transitively. Set G = G-, and Gi= Gi,O, the fixed 
point sets under c of G and G,, respectively. Now given a group L with 
homomorphisms cpi: Gi --+ L, i = l,..., r suppose each pair (pi and ‘pj extends 
to a homomorphism (Gi, Gj) -+ L. Then do the cp’s extend to a unique 
homomorphism G -+ L? 
As it is, we have a family of counterexamples: Let CJ be a Frobenius qth 
power map, T associated split maximal torus, and let I7 = (al ,..., aI> be the 
fundamental system of @ with respect o a c-invariant Bore1 subgroup con- 
taining T. Let Gi = (O,,,) i = l,..., I, and let G,, I = ( B,s), where 6 is the 
top root of @ with respect o 17. Choose L to be a Kac&oody group over 
ff, associated with the extended affne root system of Q, (cf. [6]). Then we 
can define homomorphisms ‘pi: Gi + L, i = l,..., I+ 1, in a natural way with 
each (pi and ‘pi extending to a homomorphism ( Gj, Gj) -+ L. But the cpJs 
cannot extend to a homomorphism G -+ L as L = (cp,G, ) i= l,..., 1+ 1) 
and L is infinite. 
Thus we introduce a diagram on G as follows: The vertices are the sim- 
ple components Gi,‘s and we connect Gi, and ej, by an edge iff 
[Gi,, G,] # 1. We will call the diagram the commutation diagram of G. To 
illustrate, if we choose G,, i= l,..., I+ 1, as above, then the commutation 
diagram forms an extended Dynkin diagram, whereas if we use only Gj, 
i = l,..., 1, then the diagram is the Dynkin diagram of @, which brings us 
back in (O.l), so we have an extension G -+ L (q > 4). 
The first result in this direction is 
(4.5) THEOREM. Let G be of type AI, so G- SL(Z+ 1, FP). Suppose 0 
does not involve the graph automorphism, so G- SL(l+ 1, ‘Fg) and Gi- 
SL( 1 + rank Gi,, (Fqml), i = l,..., r, for some p-power q. If the commutation 
diagram of G forms a tree, then the ~0’s extend to a unique homomorphism 
G + L. 
In fact, there is a linear version (3.1) of (4.5) on the Lie algebras 
g=aqz+ 1, F,) and 9 = &‘(l+ 1, E,). Half of the proof of (4.5) is based on 
the Lie algebra theorem and we will start he paper with a discussion on 
Lie algebras. Before we do that, however, let us illustrate how the other 
half of the proof of (4.5) will go with the case 
(0.2) G-- SL(6, F,), B a o-invariant maximal torus of G with respect o 
which cr= (Int n) F, where nEN,-(B) and F is the Frobenius 
q-endomorphism of G, G, = G,,17GE5, G, = G,nG,, G, = G,,, where 
I@ I,.-., g5}is a fundamental system for the root system d of G relative to8. 
Thus n corresponds to the longest element in the Weyl group w= 
N,(a)/ir and the commutation diagram T(G) is 
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and o exchanges G,, and Gcrj, G,, and G,,, while stabilizing G,,. 
By Lang’s theorem, we identify G with X(9’“), where V is a &dimen- 
sional IF ,-space. We observe that there is a basis Ok,..., v6 for V and 
n I E NG,( g), n2 E NG2( 8) such that 
(i) G3 acts on VI = (u,, v2) as SL(2, q) and trivially on (v,,..., u6); 
(ii) “2n1G3 acts on V* = (v,, v4) as X(2, q) and trivially on 
^y; + (v5, v,); 
.-.(Li!i 
(‘Z2’Z1~2G3 actson “y; = (v5, v6) as X42, q) and trivially on
1 2, 
(iv) if we let X act on (v2, v3) as SL(2, q) and trivially on
(VI> v4) + Y’i, then *z”lX acts on (cd, v5) as SL(2, q) and trivially on
q + (03, u(i). 
Moreover, there are o-invariant unipotent subgroups Q and Q“P in G 
such that if Q = Q, and Qop = QZP, then 
(vi (Q, Q“‘> G (Gz> G,>; 
WI Q = CsL.(u)(% + 6;) n C,,,.,(% + %/-Y;i and OP = c 
SL(%‘)(%+$)AGL(Y)wi +-Y;l%; 
(vii ‘, “‘“IQ = CsLcy.)(^y; +V2) n CsL(-Yl(V2+ V3/V2) and nzn*Qop= 
CSL(Y)C% + KYfi GL(y.)(% + W-Y;). 
Tn fact, (0, “2n1Q) is the unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup P of 
G. 
Since X= (Xn Q, Xn Qop), A’< (G2, G3). Consider the system 
(G,, x, nTT3: “‘“‘X, (n2nt)2G3) of subgroups isomorphic to 5X(2, q) in G. 
These subgroups generate G. Therefore, G = (G, , Gz, G, ), Also ?he system 
of subgroups satisfies the Curtis-Steinberg relations. Therefore, if 
the corresponding system ((pZ3 G3, (P?~ X, (~~~(~~“‘6;~) = f’91Z(“2ni)~23 G,, 
w2hI)q23~, Vp12(nzn1)2q23G3) in L satisfies theCurtis-Steinberg relations, then 
we will have homomorphisms 
G* 
K 
I\ 
R’ 
L 
d L. 
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In (3.4) we will show that 71 is an isomorphism. Thus, the ‘p;s will extend 
to lT’o?rl. Now in order to check the Curtis-Steinberg relations in L, we 
need only do so in G using only the local data (G,, G2), (G2, G3), and 
(G3, G,). All the relations are easily verified xcept 
IIX 7Qn’q = 1. (0.3) 
We must show that [Xn Q, “z”l(Xn Qop)], [Xn Qop, n2n1(Xn Q)], 
[Xn Q, “2”1(Xn Q)], and [Xn QoP, (Xn Qop)] all vanish. The hard part is 
the last two. To see this, we will show that [Q, “‘“IQ] = n’Q and 
[‘IQ, *2”‘Q] = 1= [Q, nlQ] using only the local data. Thus the qls will 
extend to Qn2”‘Q”‘Q --P L and likewise to Q”p(“z”1Q”p)(~“2”~~zQ”p) + L. 
Therefore, (0.3) will follow and the proof will be completed. 
1. A THEOREM OF BERMAN 
Let ([(A,)] be a Cartan matrix of finite type and let k be a field of 
characteristic 0 or p > max ( 1 A Vi } ij. 
(1.1) THEOREM [l]. Let @ be an indecomposable root system with fun- 
damental system (al,..., q>. Let ; b e an abstract k-Lie algebra with 
generators {t&, e”,, x 1 i = l,..., 1} subject o the relations 
(1) [iTi, q = Ajiifj, 
(2) (Ih”i, xl = -A,,.,$, 
C3) Ce”i, $I= 6ijxi, 
(4) [Iii, Kj] = 0, 
(5) (ade”JVAjitl Zj=O, i#j, 
(6) (adyi)-AI1+l$=O, i#j, 
where i, j= I,..., 1  Then z is the Chevalley algebra over k associated with @. 
The case ch k = 0 is a well-known theorem of Serre. For different proofs 
of (O.l), we refer to [6, 131. 
(1.2) COROLLARY. Let di be an indecomposable root system with a fun- 
damental system (CQ ,..,, a,). Let Qq= (Za, + Zaj)n @for i# j. Let 9 be the 
Chevalley algebra over k associated to @ with Chevalley basis h,, i = l,..., 1, 
and x,, CIE @. Let 5 be an abstract k-Lie algebra with generators 
CWdJi~j@,) b’ su Ject to the relations [n,, Ip] = NaB2.a+B, where 
u, /3 E Qq for some i #j with c1+ /3 # 0 and the Nag’s are Chevalley constants. 
Then there is an isomorphism 5 -P g via 2, -+ x,. 
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Prooj Put ei=x,, fi=xp,, and hi= [eifi], for i= I,..., 1. If i#j, 
then hhdejl= [Ceifilejl= [J;:Cejeill=Nzj~l,lJ;x,+,l =N,,a,~-.,,,,+.,ez,. 
If i= j, then find y, 6 E QVcl for some v #p with xi=7 +6. 
[x,x5] = N,,e,, [hi[x,xs]] = N,,[hiei]. But [h,[x,x6]] = [[hjx,] 
[x,[hixs]], which we know by the above. Therefore, we have the relation 
(l), likewise (2). Then (4) follows, and ), (S), (6) are self-evident. Thus 
(1.1) gives the assertion by dimension. 
2. THE ROOT SYSTEM OF TYPE A, 
Recall that a root system A of type A( is realized in the Euclidean (1 i I )- 
space with an orthonormal basis B= (E~,~.., E[+, > by setting A = 
(ci - E/ 1 i # j}. The Weyl group W of A is given by the symmetric grou 
y;,I on {I,..., 1+ l> via E,-Ej-+Epi-Epj, PEY;+1. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let A I, A,, A, be indecomposable subsystems of A such 
that A, Y A,, Ai 41 A,, and A, -L A,. Then there exists a f~~darne~ta~ 
system II= (a1 ,..., a,} for A and i, j, m, n, s E Z such that 
(i) l<i<j<m<n<s; 
(ii) (cc,, . . ..uj>, {cli ,..., a,,), and {a, ,..., a,> form fundamental systems 
for A,, A,, and A,, respectively. 
The following proof was suggested by 6. Seita, and is much shorter than 
the original one. 
Proo$ We first show the existence of such II and i, j, n for A, an 
Let B, be the support of A,, i.e., A, = (E” - &,I&,,, E distinct EBB) 
likewise let B, be the support of A,. Then B, n B2 supports the indecom- 
posable subsystem A, n A,. Let b, = lB,j, b,= j&l, b,,= / 
renumbering the indices, we may assume B, v B, = {e, ,..., &bl +
there is p E W and integers 1d i < j < n such that pB, = {sr ,..., E, j, pB, = 
{Ei,..., E, and p(B, n BJ = (Ed,..., aj}. Therefore, there is a f~~dame~ta~ 
system = (x, ,...~ R,} for A and integers 1 6 i < j < n such that 
(a,, .. . . 01~~ I), {E~ ,..., aji-, >, (ai ,..,, CI,_ ,) form fundamental systems for A,, 
d,nd,, and A,. In particular, we have disjoint ~~de~om~osable sub- 
systems A; = lR(ol, ,..., zieI) n A, A, A A,, and A; = R(aj ,...) uII> A A. DO the 
same to the pair A; and A, to get disjoint indecomposable subsystems Ai, 
A; n A,, and A;. We now have a sequence of disjoint composable sub- 
systems A;> A, n A,, A;, A; A A3. and Ai such that ea 
iff they are not adjacent. Therefore, the above argumen 
mental system H7’ = (PI ,..., /?,I for A and mtegers I d v1 < v2 < v3 < v4 d v5 
such that (PI,..., A }, (By,+ 1,..., A,>, {A,+ i,-.y Bv3)T L+ i - Buq)9 
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v V4+l ,..., b,,} form fundamental systems for A;, dlnAz, Al, A;nA,, and 
A;, respectively. Setting i= v1 + 1, j=v2, m=v, + 1, n=v4, and S= v5, we 
obtain the assertion. 4
3. GENERATORS AND RELATIONS FOR 
d(l+ f,k) AND %(I+ 1,k) 
Let 9 = &(Z+ 1, k) and A = d(l+ 1, k) ng a Cartan subalgebra of 9, 
where k is a field of ch 0 or > 2 and d(Z+ 1, k) is the set of diagonal 
matrices in &(l+ 1, k). Let d be the root system of 9 with respect o 
A: p=A@LI,E, fa. Let Al,..., A be indecomposable subsystems of A and 
let pi = (ga (a E Ai). Suppose 9 = (pi,..., gl). We define the commutation 
diagram f(g) to consist of vertices corresponding to the subalgebras 9:s 
and two vertices piand gj are connected by an edge iff [pi, pj] # 0. Given a 
k-Lie algebra 9, suppose that for each i, there is a homomorphism 
cpi: pi -+ Y and that each pair (pi and qj extends to ‘pii: (pi, gj) -+ 8. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let ch k=O or >2. Suppose that Q) forms a tree. 
Then the cp;s extend to a homomorphism cp: g -+ 9. 
Prooj (a) Suppose g1 --f2-p3 in r(g). By (2.1), we have a fun- 
damental system (01~ ,..., CI, > for A and integers l<b<c<m<n<s such 
that (c(i ,..., cr,}, {ab ,..., (~~1, and (a, ,..., cls> form fundamental systems for 
A,, A,, and A3, respectively. Therefore, (1 .l ) gives a homomorphism 
(81, p2, ~3) -+ 2 extending vl, q2, and (p3. Inductively, we obtain the 
assertion if &z) has no branches. 
(b) Suppose now 
in T(p). 
BY (a), pl, ‘p2 and 9, extend to (p12+ (gi, g,, g,) --tZ for each 
v = 3,..., t. Define 8; = (fl, pz), cp; = vi2 :g; + 9, and for each v, q;,= 
vlzv : h’,~~) 42’. Replacing ,plby ,A, ql by ~7;~ and qlv by cpi, 
eliminates one vertex. Thus the induction yields the theorem. 1 
(3.2) Remark. (i) Let K be a field of characteristic 0 with a non- 
archimedean valuation v. Let 0 be the valuation ring of K, # the maximal 
ideal of o and k = o/#z. In case v is nontrivial assume ch k > 2. 
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If fi= (gi-@,>, i= l,..., I, where IZ= (CI~ ,..., R[) is a fundamental syste 
for b, and if gI+ I = (9 +s>, where 6 is the top root of A with respect o I& 
then the commutation diagram for (pI ,..., fr, pr+ I > forms a circuit, Let 9 
be the Mac-Moody Lie algebra over k of type A”, as construeted in [6, 
Sect. 41 (their notation for 9 is yk). Then we obtain isomorphisms pi and 
p’ij in an obvious manner. But ~5’ is infinite dimensional and 9 = 
( “Pipi / = I,..., I+ 1). Therefore, the (pi cannot extend to a hom~mor~b~sm 
from 9 into 9. Thus the assumption that I’(p) be a tree. 
(ii) Assume I = 4 and c(~ - o/~ - ~1~ - a4 is a f~ndarne~ta~ system for the 
root system A of p= 4% k). Let f1 = (p+l,), p2 = (p.f12, ,pha3jt and 
f3 = (picrq). Thus the commutation diagram for {g19 g2, p3) forms a tree. 
Let L? be the Chevalley algebra of type D, over k with root system 0’ and 
its fundamental system 
83 
/ 
Let % = Gfkio,h 5% = <--%a2, ZkrH,), and L$ = (LZ’~~~), where L?$ is the 
root space of 5? belonging to a. Then we have isomorphisms qj: g, -+ L$$> 
i= 1,2, 3, and for i# j, (pi, yji>r (g, Pj>. But, of course, the cp;s do not 
extend to a homomorphism from g into 9, thus the assumption that each 
pi and y7i extend to vii. 
Turning now to the group G = SL(l+ 1, k)? let H= SL(1-t 1, k)n 
D(1 f 1, k) the usual maximal torus of 6, where D(I+ 1: k) is the set of 
diagonal matrices in GL(Z+ 1, k) and k is an algebraic extension field of a 
finite field. Let A be the root system of G with respect o If and let lIJE be 
the root subgroup of G associated with a. Let A,,,.., A, be indecomposable 
subsystems of A and Gj = ( U,) CI E Ai). Suppose G = (G, ,...) G,). Given a 
group L, suppose that for each i, there is a homomorphism cpi: Gi + E, and 
that each pair qi and qI extends to a homomorphism cpV: (Gj, 6,) -+ L. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let k be an algebraic extension field of a finite field. 
Suppose the commutation diagram T(G) defined just as ,for Lie algebras 
forms a tree. Then the q;s extend to a homomorphism ip: G + L. 
BrooJ We may assume 1 > 2. Equation (0.1) gives obvious 
homomorphisms 
G 
7z 
I\ 
G L. 
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Thus the assertion will follow from 
(3.4) LEMMA. n: G -+ G is an isomorphism. 
Proof (Seitz). If (kl > 4, then G is centrally closed (cf. [11, Theorems 9 
and lo] ). Therefore, the assertion holds. Otherwise, we may assume G = 
SL(4,2) as I > 2 (cf. [4]). Just suppose n is not manic. Then ker n = Z(G)r 
Z/22. Let U be the superdiagonal unipotent subgroup of G. Then U is the 
group-product of the positive root subgroups U,, LX Ed + , of G in the usual 
manner. We can define the corresponding subgroups 8, in G and I= 
( 0, ( c( EA + ) is the group-product of the DE, a E A + . Moreover, n(o 8 K? U 
(cf. the proof of [ 3, Theorem 1.41). Therefore, n-‘(U) = @JZ( G). Thus G 
splits over Z(G) by the Gaschiitz theorem [12, Theorem 8.61, con- 
tradicting the perfectness ofG. 1 
(3.5) Remark. Assume in (3.2) that k is, in addition, an algebraic 
extension field of a finite field. Then the same remarks apply here (cf. [6]). 
4. TWISTING 
Let G be a simple algebraic group with maximal torus H, and let Sp be 
the root system of G relative to Is. 
(4.1) If J is an R-invariant semisimple closed subgroup of ~7, then .I is a 
sous-groupe radiciel (cjI [S, p. 17-07) , i.e., there is a subsystem CD’, of @ 
such that J= ( D,I a E CD’), where 8, is the root subgroup of ~7 associated 
with a. 
Proof. Let R= JR. Then R,(R) < R,(J) = 1 as iQJ is toral, where 
R,(X) is the unipotent radical of X. Therefore, R is reductive and R= 
(g@ Z(R)’ with QK semisimple, where gi? is the derived subgroup of R 
(cf. [2, (14.2)]). Also (9E) n R is a maximal torus of 9K and w= 
(gK> n R) Z(z)“. Since J is perfect, j= SK and the assertion follows. 1 
Let 0 be a surjective endomorphism of G such that IG,\ < co. There is a 
a-invariant maximal torus of G contained in a a-invariant Bore1 subgroup 
of G ([9, (1.2.9)]). Suppose Ef is such. Let i’ be another o-invariant 
maximal torus of G. Then there exist nE N,-(R) and g E G such that 
f;r Int( , jy
g[n lg - 
T-----+ T. r2 
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Therefore, we may identify the action of B on T with the action of km(n) G 
on B. 
Now we specialize: Let h- = ffy, q a prime power. Suppose G is 
simply connected of type A, and that CJ = P the Frobenius q-endo hism 
of G relative to R. Reset o = Int(n) F. In the spirit of [7] we “twist” (3.1) 
and (3.3). Let G, ,..,, G, be ( CF > g-invariant semisimple closed subgroups 
G generating G. Suppose that each G, is o-simple, i.e., CJis transitive on t 
set (G,, )..., G-,,} of simple components of G,. Let A be the root system of 
with respect o I? and Aj the root system of Gi with respect o G, n 
view A, as a subsystem of A. If di = Ai, 1. . . i A,$ is 0~ orthogo~a~ 
decomposition of di, then GiV= (8,\a~b~,,). Let li= rank G, and E,, =
rank Gj,. 
(4.2) G,?xSL(I+ 1, q) andfor each i, Gi,,~SL(li, + 1, q”‘). 
ProoJ: By Lang’s theorem G, = GlntCnjF= G,z SC(i+ 1,q). To see the 
second assertion, we may assume n E G, (again by Lang’s theorem). Since 
Gi = Gi117.. DC,, and IS permutes the GiV’s transitively, we have Gi.,r 
Gil d% = Gil,Int(nmr)P. Since NNGC&dil) = N,-,,(B) g, Int(Fl) jG,l E Int(GilR) 
and Lang’s theor:m gives that G,,,rGil,q. 
Set G = 6, and define the commutation diagram T(G) such that the ver- 
tices consist of the GiV’s and two vertices G, and Gji, are bonded iff 
, qp] # 1. 
ecall from [5] the k-automorphism CJ* of & = Lie G associated with 0. 
Each $ji = Lie Gi = (.ja 1a E Ai) is o,-invariant, where ga = Lie iT,. 
(4.3) PO, r&(2+ 1, q) and for each i, +j,u,~s~(2i, + I, q”‘) as k-Lie 
algebras. 
PYOC$ This follows from [S, (2.1)]. 8 
Set 9 = iC and define the commutation diagram T(g) to be that of T(G). 
Now let 9 be a ic-Lie aigebra with g< 9 and suppose that for each i, 
there is a k-homomorphism Icli: gi 3 2’ and ail $i and $j extend to 
k-homomorphisms ijij: (pi, pj) -+ 9, where gi = &,, . Then 
(4.4) TWEQREM. Assume ch k> 2. If the commutation diagram T(g) 
forms a tree, then the $J:S extend to a k-homomorphism $1 g -+ 9, where 
p=80,. 
Prooj: We see that km, 9 = (EBk p1 ,..., k@, g,.) and FBk 9 together 
with kg, $j and k@, @ii satisfy the hypothesis of (3.1) (cf. [5, (2.1)]). 
Therefore, the &Ok $fs extend to a k-homomorphism $1 k@p -+ k@ 9. 
Then I+& 18: 9 -+ 6p extends the tji’s a desired. 
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Likewise let L be a group, and suppose that for each i, there is a 
homomorphism cpi: Gi -+ L and all (pi and qj extend to homomorphisms 
‘p+ (Gi, Gj) -+ L, where Gi= Gig. 
(4.5) THEOREM. Let k= F, with q an arbitrary prime power. Suppose 
that the commutation diagram T(G) forms a tree. Then G = (G1,..., G ) and 
the cp’s extend to a homomorphism G --t L. 
Our proof of (4.5) is rather long compared to that of (4.4) (we cannot 
just tensor up groups!) and is postponed to the next section. 
5. A PROOF OF (4.5) 
This section will be devoted to a proof of (4.5). We will find suitable sub- 
groups of G and L to invoke (0.1). In the course of the proof, a certain 
parabolic subgroup will play an important role as indicated in (0.2). 
It is convenient o introduce another commutation diagram r(G) whose 
vertices consist of Cl,..., G with the edges defined as before. 
(5.1) Suppose G,-C, in r(G). Ifm2>m,, then m2=cm, for some 
integer c. 
Proof. Just suppose m2 = cm1 + b with integral b and c such that 
O<b<m,. We may assume G,,- Gzl in T(G) and also GIi = c?- ‘Gl,, 
G2j=~i-1C21. Sincem,+l~b+lmodm,, 
But (m,-l)m,+b+l=(m,-l)(cml+b)+b+lrlmodm,.Therefore, 
contradicting the tree condition of T(G). 1 
(5.2) For some i, Gi is simple, i.e., mi= 1. 
ProoJ: Just suppose not. We may assume m I = min{m, ,.,., m,}. By sim- 
plicity of G and (5.1), we may assume G, - G, - . .. - G, - Gi, 1 - .I. 
in T(G) with m1 j m2 j .*. 1mi and mi+ 1 1 mi. Also we may assume 
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Just suppose in,jlmi+,. We may assume Gi+l.z -Gil, Gi+1,2-Giz,..., 
Gz+ l,m,l, - Gi,m,+l. Write mi+ 1 = cm, + b with integral b and c such t 
0 -c h cm,. Then G,, 1,, - Gi,,i+, * G,,,+, (m,--l)mj+~+b+l= 
(m,-l)(cm,$h)+h+1-1modm,. There Gia l.b+ 1 *G,,. Thus 
Gi+ I,1 * cl1 * Gj+ 1.61 1 * G,,,+ 1 * Gj+ I,i, absurd. Therefore, ml j mj+ i. h 
fact, this argument implies mi+ 1 = mi. Thus by s~rn~~~c~t~ of G3 mI = 1. 
by induction and using the argument in Tlb), we may assu 
e may also assume G, - G, - C3 in r(G). y (5.1) and (§.2)9 th 
are five cases to consider: 
(4 m,=m,=m,=lt 
(b) m, = cm2, rnn2 = m3 = 1 for some integral c > 1, 
(cl m, = clm2, m3 = c3m2, m2 = 1 for some integral cl, c3 > I, 
(d) m, = Clrnl, m2 = c2m3 for some integral cl, cz > 1, 
(e) m, =m2=cm,, m3 = 1 for some integral c> 1. 
Case (a) is easy, and (b) and (c) will be reduced to (a), while we will 
reduce (d) to (e). Case (0.2) is a special case of (e). 
(5.3) WC? may assume A,nA,=~=A,nA,. 
Proof: We may assume G,, -G,, in T(G). By (2.1), there is a fun- 
amental system {CI~ ,..., CX/> for A and integers 1d i < j< m such that 
(a:,..., xi] and (ai,..., a,} form fundamental systems 
respectively. Let n = w mod I?, w E W= N,(B),JR the 
relative to R Write a, = E, - E, + 1. Then wn’l per 
(I,..., j+ I ] and (i ,..., m + 1 >. In particular, wlnl sta 
with fundamental system {cli,..., cx,]. Therefore, there 
that w”v~‘~” jdS = idA,, where G’ = (o,I a: E A’) and n’ 
Now W’MI”’ stabilizes the subsystem A;, with fundamental syst 
(a,,..., ai], Since G’,<G,,nC,, and Cc’, c?,] = 1, we may replace r~ 
Int(n’) o using Lang’s theorem, and we will write o for Int(n’) o-. 
G;,=(i7,~aEA;l), G;=G;,ncG;, ml- ‘G;, , and ~7, = 6;,,. 
Si G, G-2) = (Ql, GZ), (G,, (Gl, Gjo= (G’, 6,) 
Therefore, we may replace G, by G;, G, by G’,, qI: G, +k by y?, lG;, an 
PI”: (61, 6,j-L by ~<G;.G,>, we may assume 
A 1 n A, = @. Likewise we may assume A, n A 3 = @. 
Now we consider case 
y (2.1) and (5.1) there is a fundamental system (cur,..., aI) for A 
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and integers l<i<j<l such that {aI ,..., cl,>, {c(~+~ ,..., CC~>, and 
iaj+ I)...> aI}form fundamental systems for A 1, AZ, and A 3, respectively. As 
in (5.1), w=w1w2w~ for some wl~YiI ,,,,, i), 2nd w~EY~~+~ ,,_,, jj, and 
W3E,44j+2,...,1+l}- Therefore, (G, G,, G,, G3) N (GF, (?l,F, (72,F, G3,F). Thus 
G= (G,, G,, G3) and (4.5) follows from (0.1) and (3.4). 
(5.4) We may assume 111 = 1, i.e., G,--SL(2,k)~...~SL(2,~) 
(ml-copies). If(c), then we may also assume l,, = 1. 
Proof. We may assume G,, -G,,-G,, in T(G). By (2.1), there is a 
fundamental system {a1 ,..., al) for d and integers 1d b < c < d such that 
II,, = {aI ,..., clb}, (IX,,+~ ,..., a,}, and (CC,+ 1,..., ad] form fundamental 
systems of d,, , A,,, and A,,, respectively. As in (5.3), we see wM1 stabilizes 
subsystem A’, 1 with fundamental system flI, = {a,,..., CQ-1}. Let G;, = 
( I!?,( NE A;,). Taken,, ANY;, such that ~~~w~~/~;~=id~;~, where wI1 = 
n,,modI?, w,,E~?? Then wI1wm’In,,=id,,,. Now let nl=nll(~nll)... 
(0 n’l- ‘nil). Since the o-conjugates of G;, centralize G, and c,, by Lang’s 
theorem, we have 
G 3,1nqn,nd Th ere ore, f 
E 6, G2, GA N (~Int~n,n~F~ ~l,Int~nln~F~ ~2,1nt(nln~G~ 
we may assume B = Int(n,n) F. Set q, = ( Ukal), 
@I = <LZ’...’ l?+ab), and let G? and G’, be the products of the a-con- 
jugates of q, and Gi, , respectively. Thus we have q- @ -G, - G, 
in T(C). Since rank C{, it,,, by induction, ‘pl Ic;,, q2, and q3 extend 
to I/K (G:, Gz, c?~)~= (Gi,, G,, G,) --f L. Sin’ce (G1, GZ, G,),= 
<@, (Gi, G,), G3),, replahz G2 by <@, G,) and ‘p2 by $1 cG;,G2j,, we 
may assume I,, = 1. The last assertion follows likewise. 1
(5.5) Suppose ml > m2 = 1. Set m = m,. Then there is a fundamental 
system II= {a,,..., 
a,+ ... +%?-1) 
CQ>tn;A such that {CQ+ ... +LX,, a,+ ... +a,+,,..., 
I a1 > ~2>...> %x - 1 > (rev. {q,..., a,-,, 
‘%I+ ... +x2m) or (~l,...,~,-l, a,+ ... +a2m, a2m+l, ~2m+2,...,~,+l,>) 
form fundamental systems for A, and AZ, respectively, if m > 1, (resp. m = 1, 
or m<l,). Accordingly, w=(l 2...m)(m+l m+2..*2m) ifm>l,, and 
w=(l 2-.-m)(m+ 1 m+2...2m) w’ for some w’E~~~~+~,,..,~+~~+~~ if 
m < I,, viewed as permuting the indices of the orthonormal basis elements E,‘S 
supporting Il. 
Proof. As in (2.1), let B, be the support of A,. We may assume A 1 = 
()(q-CE,+i)\i= 1,2,..., m ). Suppose m > I,. Since G, is simple and 
[G,,, i?,] # 1 for each v, we must have m = I, + 1 and 3, = (E@, E, ,..., Ed,], 
where pLIe (l,m+l), pL2~{2,m+2j ,..., pm~{m,2m). Then choose 
appropriate p E 9{ l,m +1I Il. . . ZZY{,,,,) to get pA 1 = A 1 and pB, = 
b 1, Ed,..., E, 1as desired. Likewise in the other cases. Then consideration as
in (5.3) yields the assertion about w. 1 
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Now we consider case 
(b) As in (5.5), there is a fundamental system {aI,.,., CX[} for d such t 
i Xl + ... +a,,, a,+ ... +@,,+I )...‘I Mm,+ ... fCIZrnlWl), (a,, a2 )...) c&--l, 
%, + ... +ch,l (rew. {a,,...,~-,, a,,* ... +chl, &Zm,+i, azmi,..., 
G! mi+12)) and f~2ml+1,..-j ~~~~~~~~ Crew. {~~,+,,+l,..., Q+~,+~~)) for 
damental systems for A,, A,, and A,, respectively, if. YM~ = I, ( 
ml < l,).In either case, w stabilizes subsystem A; with fundamental sy 
h,.‘.? a,, - 1 ). Set G; = ( e, j E E A;). Since [G;, G,] = 1, we may r 
G, by (G,, G;),. Although the root system of (G,, @;) is no Ion 
joint from A,, it is indecomposable and we will be reduced ta, (a) v 
(6) As in (b), there is a fundamental system {al,..., ai>for d such that 
(El + .‘. +%?,, a,+ ... +%z,+l ,..., a ,+ .‘. +%&, (x1, a2 ,.,., % ,-11 
%n, + ... +@2m,, @2ml+19 ~2ml+2,..., ~2ml+m,-l) (resp. (~,,...,a,,-,, 
Em, + ... +@2m,, ~~~,+1,-., ~Zmi+m,-l, a2m,+mj+ ... +@2mi+2m3) or (~!,..., 
CI m,-12 %i!+ ..’ +%zi~ %l,+l~-~~ %m,+m3-11, ~2nl,im;+ ‘.’ +~2m,+2m,~ 
%r, + 2m3 + 19 3/2m, + 2m3 + 2 )...) oh+,,+,,)) and i~2mi+l+ ... +~Zmr+m3~ 
u2m, + 2 + ... +a 2rnJ + m3 + 1 2*.‘9 ciZm, + m3 + . . . + Se2m, +2m3 _l > form fu~da~e~- 
tal systems for A,, A,, and A,, respectively, if I, = m, + m3 - 1 (resp. k, = 
ml + m3 or I, > m1 + m3). In either case, w stabilizes subsystems A; and Ai 
with fundamental systems (a1 ,... 9 M,,- 1 > and ja2m, +i ,..., ~1~,~, fmj- 1 1, 
respectively. Set G;=(~,/xEA;) and Gg=(Di,iol~b;). Since 
[G;, G,] = I= [G,, (?;I], we may replace G, by (G,, G;>, and G3 by 
(G,, G; ),. Then the assertion follows as in (b). 
(d) As in (c) enlarge G, so that m, =m, dthough we may no longer 
have A, n A, = 0. Then reduce to (e) via (5.3). 
Finally, we take up case 
63 may assume I,, = 1 and I, = m2 - 1. For suppose E,, > 1. T 
is a fu mental system {a,,,.., ~~1for A such that (~r_i, {cQ,.~., 01 
b hif2r..., a121+1+13) form fundamental systems for d,,, Azl, 
respectively. Thus wml stabilizes subsystems A;, and A;I, with fun 
systems (CQ + . + cllZi + 1> and (q,..., cxlZ, + 1>, respectively. Se
), G;=G21n~~~17d”-1~2,, e;l,= (8,!a~A;,), a 
ml - “pi,. Then replacing G, and 6, by G;, and ( 
we may now assume I,, = 1. If I, > .VQ, by (5.5) there is a fun- 
damental system {PI ,..., /I’,> for A such that (bI + .. + /?,,, p2 + . .I i- 
P m2+~~-.~Bm2+ ... +B2m2-11 and (P1,P2,...,PmZ-1,Bm,+ ..’ +B2m2, 
} form fundamental systems for A, and A,, respec- 
etting 
ubsystem A; with fundamental system {-pZm,+ :, 
G, = (8,I /3 E A;), we obtain a sequence G1, G;, G,, 
each pair of which do not commute iff they are adjacent. By induction an 
(b), we may now assume I, <mm,. If I, = m2, then by (5.5) we may take 
@I,-, Brnp-1, IL,+ ‘.. +P2,n2) a b ove for a fundamental system for d 3Y 
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and w stabilizes subsystem A; with fundamental system (jr,..., p, -l}. 
Therefore, replacing G, by ( G2, ( 8,I p E A ;) ),, we may assume 
13=?n2- 1. 
Thus we have a fundamental system {yI,..., yr) for A such that 
{Y m+l + ... +IJzm, Ym+zf ... +Y2??+1,-, I%+ ... +Y3m-l}, b1+ -‘* 
+Ym,Y2+ ... +Ym+l>-?Ym+ ... -t y,,-,}, and (yi, y2 ,..., yrnel} form fun- 
damental systems for A 1, A,, and A,, respectively, where m = ml = m2 = 
Z,+l, and w=(l 2..-m)(m+i mf2-..2m)(2m+l 2m+2...3m) in 
~{l,...,l+ 1~ (note I+ 1 = 3m). 
Choose n3 E N,,(R) to be w3 = (1. * . m) mod I7, n, E N,,(R) to be wi = 
W Ym+l+ ... +nnl W Ym+z+ -‘. +YZm+l .-. w YZm + + Y3m-, mod & and n2 E N,,(R) to 
be w2=wy,+ ._. +Ym~72+ _.._ +Ym+l.‘*~Ym+... +YZm-lmodR, where wy, is a 
reflexion along y y in W. Note that w1 and w2 are involutions, 
ord(w, w2) = 3, and that w1 is trivial on A,. 
Identify G with SL(3m, E) as usual: fi consists of diagonal elements, 
0, = 
i> 
‘1 
. . 0 
1 -
1 * 
0 1 
T 1 0 . . 1 
Denote the basis for the underlying space by or,..., vg ,,. Thus G, acts on 
(v i ,..., v,) as SL(m, k) and trivially on (v,+ i ,..., vj,), nznlGj = (G,,) 
acts on (v~+~,..., v2m) as SL(m, k) and trivially on ( v1 ,..., v,, 
v2m+l ,..., vsm) and (n2n1)2G3= (G,,,+ ,,..., G, ,) acts on (z)~~+~ ,..., 21~~ j as 
SL(m, k) and trivially on (vl ,..., Vet). 
Now nEG3 n2ni~j (nznl)2G3il which is connected. Therefore, by Lang’s 
theorem, there is g E G, “zn1G3’ (n2n1)2GjR such that M = g-l(Fg), and we 
have gG= SL(3m, k). Denote the basis of the underlying space of 
SWm, k) by {ul,..., u3m>. Note that “G, acts on (Us,..., u,) as SL(m, k) 
and trivially on (u, + i ,..., ug,), gnZnlGj acts on (u,+ 1 ,..., uZm) as SL(m, k) 
and trivially on (ur ,..., u,, u2m+ I ,..., ZAPS), and g(nzn11*G3 acts on 
<U 2m + 1 Y...? ujm) as SL(m, k) and trivially on (Us,..., Use). 
Define Xg G so that gX acts on (u,, u,+ 1 ) as SL(2, k) and trivially on 
<UlY, urn-,, u,+*,..., u 3m), and YgG so that gY acts on (uZm, u~~+~) as 
SL(2, k) and trivially on (ul ,..., Us+-, u2m+2 ,..., Use). Let S;= 
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q;,, +,,flG “’ +Ym+P-mm+.- +‘r’zm-, 
Q = Q,, QoP = (“3>“2S2, and Qop = Q;p. Then X 
Y= (Ynn2”‘Q, Yn”z”~Q”Q). Since Q< (G,, G3) 
(G,, G,, 6,). But SL(3m, k)= (gG,, gX, 
G= (G,, X, nzn’G3, Y, (n2ni)2G3) = (G,, G,, G3)~ 
Now consider the system of subgroups (G3, X, “2’~~~ Y, (“2”l)‘G3) in G 
and the corresponding system (qz3G3, qz3x, ~12(*2nl)y?23 G, = ~7~~(“2*iG~), 
m2h~l)~S23 y, q12(n2n1)2cp23 G3), where Y’ = (n2n1)-‘Y. The system in G satisfies 
the Curtis-Steinberg elations (cf. (0.1)) as its image in SL(3m, kj does. 
Therefore, to invoke (O.l), we must show 
For this, it will suftice to show the corresponding equalities inG by using 
only the local data (G, , G2), (G,, G3 ), and ( G3, G, ). The computations 
will be made modulo H. But A = I?, IIrf,I7R,) where Ri = I?n Gi, as G is 
simply connected. Therefore, H = H, IIH, IIH,, where H, = Ri,, . Since the 
subgroups in L to appear in the computations are invariant under qi 
the computations will remain valid in L. Thus we replace (5.6)-(5.11) by 
CG3, Yl= 1 (5.4) 
[G3, (n2n1)2G3] = 1 65.49 
[X, Y] = 1 (5.8) 
[x, (‘Qni)‘G3] = 1 (5.91 
[n2’flG3, (n2’U)*G3] = 1 (5.10) 
CG3> n2n’G3] = 1. (5.11) 
For (5.61, it suffices toshow 
(5.w ~6, n*n’Q] = 1 = [G3, n2nJQoQ] 
481,‘94;1-2 
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L-G31 ‘Q-Q] = 1, Also [G3, n2nln;n2&J = [G,, n&ln2&] ti [+z(-&, nlnz&] 
= [“‘G3, “ln2SZ] N [G,, n2n1n2S2] = 1 as nz”1”2Sz < G, . Therefore, 
lZG3, n2nlQop] = 1. 1 
Since [G3, (nzn1)2G3] = [ G3: n2nln2G3] = [G3, nln2n*G3] = [Go, nln2Gg] -
Cn1G3, n2G31 = [IGj, n2G3] = 1, (5.7) and (5.11) hoId. Then (5.10) follows. 
Equation (5.9) follows from (5.12) as [Q, (n2nl)ZG3]N [x*“‘Q, G3] = 1 and 
CQop, (n2n1)2G3] - [n2n1Qop, G3] = 1. Thus we have (5.6), (5.7), (5.9), (5.10), 
and (5.11). We will need 
(5.13) +2+2s2 = s, for all v E z, 
Proof. In view of the action of n;n,n;n,mod i7 on A, n@2n;n2S2= sz, 
from which the assertion follows. 1 
(5.14) [Q, n2n1Qop] = f = CnZnlQ, -1. 
ProO$ Since [S,, n2n’n2g2J = 1 in (G,, G,), we have 
C&Y 7-‘n2S2] zz 1. (5.15) 
NOW for all v and pi z, [n&‘2, n2nlnsn2S2] - [n2n:S2, ndn2&1 = 
[+2&, V’;y$] N [IQ&, w4+“~2&] = [y‘&, “Inzn;“-‘S*] _
c n2nlnz&, “3 
P S,] N l n2”1n2S2, ,]= 1 by (5.13) and (5.15). Therefore, the 
first equality holds. Also [n2nlniS2, “Tn2S2] = [nlr7~n;S2, “z~;‘S~] - 
[“d&, “qj,] N [y$, ~;y-~&] = ps?;, nm;+~~zSJ N [In2nts2, “;+fl”z&] 
- Cnzn’S2, “2S2] = 1 by (5.13) and (5.15). 1 
Finally, to see (5.X), using (5.14), it will suffice to show that the cp;s 
extend to (Q, n2”‘Q>. For this, we determine (Q, “‘“‘Q ) using only the 
local data. 
(5.16) [Is,, n2n1ntS2] = n1ntS2 for all v e Z. 
ProoJ: [s,, n2ndS2] = n1 [ *Isz, nln2n&S2] = nl [ *lS2, f12nP24S2] = 
nln2nl .lW’S II 21 
“In2”&’ n[qn,S 
“24~,] = [ n2nln2 nln2nlS f+2& J = nln2nln3”r”;“,n2niSZ, “2&-j = 
C 21 ‘Wz] by (5.13). &w [nln,n’Sz, “2S2] = nlnzSz. Therefore, 
w72WS2, “2s ] < 
2 --- “1”2S2. To see the equality, it suffices to show 
n’n2n’D-y2,cm, n2D-y2,gm] = n1n28-y2,u.m, i.e., [iYY,,,m, iZ?Y2,,m] = D,, +Y2,p as 
Int(h) c for some h E 8, we need only check 
which follows from Chevailey’s commutator 
n2nl”;S2] = ~l~Wl~~‘~l~2S2 = nln2n;vnzSZ = nln;S2 by 
(5.13). 1 
(5.17) [-In; S2, G3] = 1 for all V E Z. In particular, [“$S,, n2n1n?SZ] =
n1n;+‘S2 for all v, p E Z. 
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Next we show 
Thus (Q> n2”‘Q) = Qn2n1Q. We now have the commutator re 
(.5.16)-(5.20) for L as above and also elementwise. Therefore Q”‘“‘Q” 
via xnzn’y’21 + (~~~~x)“~‘(~~~l)~?~~(y)“‘(nl)(~*~zj, x, y, z E (2: isa well-defined 
homomorphism, as desired. Thus we have obtained (5.6)-(5.11) and this 
completes the proof of (4.5). 
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